This study will document the abandoned Carmelite monastery located in Polemidia, Limassol District, Cyprus. The monastery was abandoned in 1570 and recently restored by the Greek Orthodox Church, with the name of Panagia Karmiotissa. The church of Panagia Karmiotissa is the only preserved Gothic church in the Limassol area during the time of the Frankish House of Lusignan in Cyprus. To the north area of the church there is a spring, where legend states that a holy shrine of the Virgin Mary springs miraculously. In between the Church and the spring, the rubble of a separate construct is visible, which may possibly be the monk residence halls. From the end of the 12th century to the 19th century, little is known about the site. This study investigates and documents both the church and the surrounding area, using remote sensing data, aerial images and ground penetrating radar. This investigation using remote sensing techniques is an effort to uncover and understand the history of the site.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Innovative digital applications in the field of protection and enhancement of cultural heritage, as well as the threats to archaeological and cultural remnants of the past, create important, innovative requirements and challenges of protecting cultural wealth of a country. Digital techniques using UAV and photogrammetry can document and provide data on cultural heritage sites to enhance understanding of their changes over time [1]. The documentation of cultural heritage using UAVs and photogrammetry is becoming a common method to digitize and document cultural heritage monuments, as compared to traditional methods of acquiring 3D models such as laser scanning and LIDAR. Photogrammetry using UAV images provides continuous covering of the object in a high-resolution context, producing a highly dense and textured 3D point cloud model [2-3]. This paper provides the methodology that was used to document the Church of Panagia Karmiotissa at the site of the abandoned Carmelite monastery located in Limassol, Cyprus. In the effort to investigate the history of the area and potential conservation and preservation of the monastery area, within the auspices of the Eratosthenes Centre of Excellence, an extensive survey and documentation of the church and surrounding area was performed. The area was surveyed using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and a digital 3D photogrammetric model of the church was generated in order to investigate the structure by producing detailed drawings. Thermal imaging was also used to investigate any possible anomalies. Ground penetrating radar was used to conduct a geophysical survey around and inside the church. As well, historical data, aerial photos, temporal satellite images and historical survey maps from the Lands and Surveys Department were collected and imported into a GIS database for further analysis.

2. **STUDY AREA AND DOCUMENTATION**

2.1 Study area

The Carmelite monastery in the Limassol region in Polemidia was established, according to different sources, anytime between the middle of the 13th century A.D. to the start of the 14th century A.D [1-5]. The monastery was likely abandoned in 1570, following the Ottoman Invasion. Today, only the church exists, which was restored by the Department of Antiquities in 2001 following a fire, with the name of Panagia Karmiotissa. To the north area of the church there is a cave, where legend states that a holy shrine of the Virgin Mary springs miraculously. On the north side of the church are the ruins of the monastery complex are reduced to heaps of stones. The church of Panagia Karmiotissa is the only preserved Gothic church in the Limassol area during the time of the Frankish House of Lusignan in Cyprus.
The Ruined Carmelite Church and Monastery have been declared as an ancient monument by the Antiquities Department.

The Carmelite monastery church was erected in strict Gothic forms without any structural adornment with a rectangular single nave with a straight choir closure and illuminated by a few lancet windows. Detailed descriptions of the church come from the art historians Enlart [6] and Jeffery [7], who were able to examine the remains of a narthex on the west side of the monastery church around the end of the 1800s and provided a detailed description of the church. The church consists of a simple rectangular envelope built in irregular courses of roughly shaped stones with rubble injected in the joints. The Church is built in the single-aisle basilica style, with a pointed, arched roof reinforced in the middle with a pointed bow and Gothic architecture elements. The dimensions of the church are 16.20 meters long and 5.50 wide [6]. The monastery church was erected in Gothic form with a rectangular single nave with a straight choir closure and a few lancet windows. It can only be identified as a Greek Orthodox Church as a result of the addition Greek Orthodox iconostasis.

2.2 Documentation process and methodology

Two surveys were completed to document the site of the Carmelite monastery as well as the Church of Panagia Karmiotissa. The first documentation process provided a survey of the entire area, beginning with the placement of 30 ground control points (GCPs) in different areas of the site. The GCPs were distributed evenly around the site in order to geo-reference to create a centimeter accuracy ortho-image. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with a 1-inch CMOS and 20MP camera was used in order to take images of the church. The survey area coverage was approximately 1km². The UAV flew at an altitude of 86.9 meters and acquired 723 aerial images to be processed using Structure for Motion (SfM) photogrammetry method. Ground penetrating radar was used to detect any structures below ground.
The second documentation process includes a survey of the Church of Panagia Karmiotissa, beginning with the placement of 50 GCPs inside and outside of the church. The GCPs were used to achieve centimeter accuracy of the model, in order to geo-reference the 3D models, so that they can be overlaid and provide a detailed model of the church using the point clouds generated from RGB imagery. A DJI Mavic 2 Pro UAV with a 20MP Hasselblad L1D-20c camera was used to generate images of the exterior of the church. A hand-held RGB Canon EOSM3 camera with 24.2 MP CMOS (APS-C) sensor and an EF-M22mm f/2 STM lens was used in a time-lapse function to document the church in the interior in order to create a complete point cloud of the entire structure. For the interior images, multiple portable lighting sources with diffused lighting was used in order to illuminate the interior of the church. As well, the camera was held by a 3D axis hand-held gimbal in order to stabilize the camera and avoid any blurry images as a result of the low lighting in the interior of the church. The total number of images from both the UAV and the RGB camera were 1,438 images. A FLIR thermal camera was used to identify any differences in temperature on the walls of the church. Structure for Motion (SfM) photogrammetry software was used to generate a point cloud of the church from the RGB and multispectral images using the GCPs to geo-reference the models. Finally, the point cloud model was generated, thereby providing an accurate documentation of the church.

The photogrammetric survey was conducted using aerial imagery, which was created from processing the aerial images taken with the UAV into 3D points clouds, 3D surfaces and ortho-photos. Research indicates that UAV images combined with SfM photogrammetry are capable in delivering very high spatial resolution maps usable for the identification and characterization of sensitive coastal marine habitats. The Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry tool was used, which enables 3D reconstruction of the area of interest by generating good quality meshes from images in a semi-automatic way. The software analyses the dataset, detecting geometrical patterns in order to reconstruct the virtual positions of the cameras that were used in order to align the images, including building a sparse point cloud. Structure for Motion (SfM) photogrammetry software was used to generate a point cloud of the church from the aerial images using the GCPs to geo-reference the models resulting in an ortho-photo that provided an accurate documentation of the area.

2.3 UAV mapping

During the last years the use of UAVs for aerial surveys is becoming a consolidated application, commonly used for obtaining 3D models of the outer side of buildings [8]. UAVs can be used as a precise, automated and computer-controlled data acquisition and measurement platform, as a result of low-cost sensors such as off-the-shelf digital cameras, GPS/INS (Global Positioning System / Inertial Navigation System) based stabilization and navigation units [9]. In the cultural heritage area UAV applications are mainly focused on documentation, observation, monitoring, mapping, 3D modelling and 3D reconstruction [10] as well as digital maps, digital orthophoto, digital elevation model (DEM) and digital surface models (DSM) [11]. UAV aerial imagery in combination with photogrammetry are emerging technologies providing an innovative approach to 3D documentation of cultural heritage [9].

Fig. 2 Remains of monk cells north of the Church.
Left: RGB UAV image Right: Green-Red Index of the UAV image
2.4 Photogrammetry

Recent developments in photogrammetry technology provide a simple and cost-effective method of generating relatively accurate 3D models from 2D images [12-14]. Photogrammetry is a precise 3D measurement technique based on the triangulation of several high-quality images that allow for the collection of semantic and spatial data of a building or object. The main outputs of photogrammetric surveys, which are created from stitching and processing hundreds or thousands of images are 3D points clouds, 3D surfaces, ortho-photos and Digital Elevation Models. Several widely used commercial software are available in order to obtain 3D reconstructions of such buildings from images acquired by UAVs [15-17]. These tools, usually based on the Structure from Motion (SfM) approach, enables 3D reconstruction with camera manual or automatic calibration. The introduction of GNSS measurements in the photogrammetric reconstruction procedure, corresponding to the camera locations during image acquisitions, reduces the error level. The software implements image orientation and mesh generation through SfM and dense multi-view stereo-matching algorithms [19]. The first step in the program’s procedure is SFM, which is a valuable tool for generating good quality meshes from images in a semi-automatic way. At this stage the software analyses the dataset, detecting geometrical patterns in order to reconstruct the virtual positions of the cameras that were used in order to align the images, including building a sparse point cloud [20].

Digital photogrammetry is a more flexible technique that provides better results in terms of appearance (texture) of the 3D models in less time, due to the higher resolution of the images employed to compute the model texture, compared to the panoramic ones normally used to texturize the laser scanner clouds. In addition, the points composing the clouds obtained with image matching based algorithms are usually colored by reading and averaging the RGB values of the pixels that generate the specific point of the cloud [21]. When combined with UAV images, it is quite easy to generate and complete a 3D model of the structure.

3. RESULTS

The documentation of the Church of the Panagia Karmeliotissa was processed using SfM software. Figure 4 shows the overall 3D model that was created of the Church.
Figure 5 provides the elevation from the four sides of the Church, as resulting from the 3D model.

Figure 5. Elevations of the Church of Panagia Karmiotissa, as taken from the front, back and sides of the Church.

Figure 6 provides an image of the inside of the church, both from the front entrance and as seen from the side. As the Church is originally Latin, an iconostasis was added to the back of the Church, so that it can operate as an Orthodox Christian Church.

Figure 6 provides an image of the inside of the church, both from the front entrance and as seen from the side. As the Church is originally Latin, an iconostasis was added to the back of the Church, so that it can operate as an Orthodox Christian Church.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The site of the Carmelite monastery, abandoned for several centuries, needs to be further investigated to uncover and present its cultural history and heritage. While the Church of Panagia Karmiotissa has recently been renovated, little is known about the history of the site. Remote sensing techniques, such as UAVs, photogrammetry, thermal imaging and ground penetrating radar was used to gain insight into the site. Preliminary surveys of the area in conjunction with photogrammetry were used to create 3D models and digital elevation models to document and preserve the cultural history of the site. These models combined with specific and precise historical and archaeological information are expected to provide more evidence to uncover and document the full function and operation of the Carmelite monastery and surrounding area and its pan-European history and cultural heritage.
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